COLLECTOR’S CHOICE

The Story of the
Coins and Tokens of
the British World

Electronic
version of the
Coin Yearbook
2022 also available
log on to our
website

£39.95
+p&p

This full colour profusely illustrated 380-page
book tells the story of the coins and tokens used by the British to
trade across the globe, from the very earliest trade in the 15th
century through to the final days of the colonies.
It examines the coins of The East India Company, the tokens
of private individuals, the coins which are commonly referred
to as “colonial coins” and the coins of the Commonwealth—
stretching from the Americas to Asia and all points in between.
ISBN: 978 1 908828 46 0

NEW!
COIN YEARBOOK 2022
The COIN YEARBOOK 2022 is the only INDEPENDENT price guide
and collector’s handbook for the coin hobby, with features which
include accurate up-to-the-minute valuations for all English,
Scottish, Irish, Isle of Man and Channel Islands coins. Also featured
are sections on Celtic, Roman and early English hammered coins.
As well as the authoritative easy to use price guide there are useful
sections not found in any similar publication, including a full
directory of dealers, inscriptions found on coins, how to care for
your coins, coin grading, a guide to museums and a host of other
informative articles, all designed to help you with your hobby:

£9.95

• Up-to-date price guide from Celtic to modern
• Fully revised section on Isle of Man coins
+p&p
• Marvels from the Royal Mint Museum
• Guide to Kings & Queens of England
• Dates and inscriptions on coins
• How to care for your coins
• Directories of auctioneers, dealers, museums, societies, etc.
• Easy to use colour coded sections
ISBN: 978 1 908828 57 6 Softback

AVAILABLE
DECEMBER 2021
Coins of England
& The United Kingdom
Coins of England needs little introduction to most numismatists.
It has become the standard reference work for United Kingdom
coins since it was first published by Seaby many years ago. Where
the COIN YEARBOOK is a handy guide to the most commonly
encountered coins and an ideal quick reference, Coins of England
is a far more in depth publication covering die varieties, types
etc. Now split into two volumes the book covers all English and
United Kingdom coins up until decimalisation in the main book
with all coins produced since the UK went decimal covered in the
smaller volume. Both books are now hardback.

Pre-decimal issues £30 +p&p
Decimal issues £15 +p&p

( 01404 46972 8

A Guide to the Guinea 1663 to 1813

£29.95

From the publishers of the acclaimed The Gold Sovereign, comes a new, sister publication, A Guide to the
+p&p
Guinea—1663–1813. This definitive guide to one of the country’s most fascinating gold coins is the life work of collector
and acknowledged authority on the guinea, Roderick Farey. Bringing together never before seen information, facts,
figures and fabulous illustrations, this new title is set to become the standard reference work on the subject. Covering
the history of the guinea from its beginnings in the reign of the newly restored monarch Charles II to its demise as a circulating coin
and subsequent replacement by the modern gold sovereign in the time of George III, this book provides all you need to know about the
“golden guinea” and all its varieties. An eight page, separate Price Guide to the guinea is also included with the book.
ISBN: 978 1 908828 54 5

www.tokenpublishing.com
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The Gold Sovereign
Series

The Red Book 2022

NEW!

The first revised edition of the Token £39.95
Publishing Ltd imprint of Michael Marsh’s
+p&p
The Gold Sovereign was published in 2017
to coincide with the 200th anniversary year
of the famous coin. Since then this book, fully revised and
updated by Steve Hill of Sovereign Rarities (formerly of
Spink and Baldwins), has become the reference work on the
sovereign, half sovereign and quarter sovereign.
The new, second revised edition, has once again been
updated by Steve with all new sovereigns and fractionals
issued since 2017 added, and now, for the very first time,
the five sovereign and two sovereign coins are included
too. All are featured in one hardbound, profusely illustrated
volume, making this the absolutely definitive work on the
iconic series. Once again an accompanying price and rarity
guide is included.

£16.00

For those of you who don’t know, the RED
+p&p
BOOK is the official guide book (including
prices) to United States Coins by R. S. Yeoman,
published by Whitman. This hardback, full
colour 400+ page book covers all American coins and is an
absolute Godsend to anyone interested in this extensive series.

ISBN: 978 1 908828 55 2

Hardback

reduced
price

SPEND IT? SAVE IT?

The Red Book 2022— £15.00
Spiral bound
+p&p
Not only do we have the “usual” hardback
Red Book 2021 in stock, but we also have
this paperback spiral bound version too! The
spiral binding ensures the book lies completely flat on your desk
when looking up those all important prices! This spiral bound
edition is still full colour, it’s still 400+ pages and still covers all
American coins—it’s just got a spiral binding!

COIN NEWS binder

£7.00

Turn your monthly magazines into an
invaluable reference library to refer to time
+p&p
and again with these stylish blue leatherette
binders. Each binder holds a full year’s worth
of magazines (12 issues) and is embossed with the title of the
magazine on the spine.

£5.00

The 2nd edition of the guide to the coins
+p&p
in your purse, pocket or piggy bank is now
available. The interest in circulating coinage,
fuelled by the superb range of issues from
the Royal Mint of the delightful Beatrix Potter characters on
coins, has reached new heights. Find out what you should be
looking for, what you should keep and what you should spend
with this profusely illustrated publication that features all the
new 2019 coins.
ISBN: 978 1 908828 47 7 Softback

Curtis Coin Care.com

www.

Euro Catalogue 2021 £16.00
The 2021Euro Catalogue is featuring all the
+p&p
Euro coins and notes from across the Euro
zone since the single currency’s inception to
the present day!
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Coin Capsules, Self Adhesive Coin Holders,
Binders, Coin Flips, Loupes, Gloves,
Cleaning Cloths and Solutions.
Full range of Lighthouse Coin, Banknote
and Stamp products available to order now.
Email or call us for your free brochure!
Tel: 07400 687700 email: info@CurtisCoinCare.com
www.tokenpublishing.com

*
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COLLECTOR’S CHOICE
Electronic
version of The
Banknote Yearbook
is also available
log on to our
website

NEW!
BANKNOTE YEARBOOK 11th Edition
After a long coronavirus enforced delay the BRAND
NEW 11th edition of the BANKNOTE YEARBOOK
is AVAILABLE NOW! At an impressive 568 pages
this hardbound book is the perfect reference for
all collectors of English, Scottish, Irish and Island
banknotes with all the notes of the main banks (and
the early Treasury notes) covered and illustrated in
full colour. It includes a full price guide for all notes
(most in three grades) and has been fully updated
in line with market movements. It also contains

£15.00
+p&p

Tokens &
Tallies—Through
the Ages

+p&p

ISBN: 978 1 908828 56 9 Hardback

£15.00
+p&p

The Tribes & Coins
of Celtic Britain

The Celts left no written records
and the only historical accounts
we have of them derive mainly
from Roman writers. This makes archaeological finds
all the more important and Celtic coins, in particular,
unique as sources of information. This useful book
outlines the history of the coins that we know of
and the people who made them.

In this book the terms token
and tally mainly cover those
metal objects for which there is some historical
or archaeological evidence that they served either
as substitutes for legal money, or as a means
of recording payments and services due. The
accompanying texts and illustrations serve as an
introduction to each category.

£15.00

£29.95

all the new issue notes from
+p&p
the past four years right up to,
and including, the new polymer
“Turing” £50 which features on
the front cover. Retailing at £29.95 (plus p&p) the
book is a must have for collectors; with the 10th
edition having completely sold out this one has
been very eagerly awaited – order your copy today.

Tokens &
Tallies—
1850–1950

This volume looks at the designs
of the small pieces of brass,
copper, lead, plastic or embossed card used in
the manufacture of these intriguing items of
paranumismatica, with issuers ranging from
public houses to chapels and co-operative
establishments. With over 700 photographs this
book is an invaluable source of information to
both the beginner and experienced collector alike.

£15.00
+p&p

Tokens &
Tallies—Roman to
Victorian

This book is the third in Edward
Fletcher’s popular Tokens &
Tallies series. The text ranges far and wide to tell
the stories of these items which are often found
by metal detectorists and the photographs show
several hundred images of leaden tokens and
tallies from every age. Illustrated with over 780
outstanding photographs.

( 01404 46972 8

www.tokenpublishing.com

NEW!
Coins of Scotland, Ireland and the
Islands—4th Edition

The fourth edition of this standard reference catalogue has been fully updated,
with a revised section on the Anglo-Gallic coinage - namely those coins struck in
France by the kings and princes of England between 1154 and 1453 - with new
information and current prices throughout.
It is the essential guide for any collector in this fascinating area of British coinage.

*
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£40.00
+p&p
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The Naval Meritorial
Distinguished Medal

£40.00

Electronic
version of the
Medal Yearbook
2022 also available
log on to our
website

+p&p
The Naval Meritorious Service Medal is an
account of the development of the medal
which largely replaced the Distinguished Service Medal from
1918 as an award for acts of gallantry not under enemy fire,
as well as providing an appropriate award to recognise the
many men who provided long and meritorious service. This
medal has previously remained largely unresearched but
this account draws together the surviving recommendations
for these awards, including an analysis of the campaigns for
which the awards were made as well as detailing the Army
and Royal Air Force Meritorious Service Medal awards made to
Naval personnel providing a definitive history of these awards.

The Distinguished
service medal

£60.00

+p&p
New from Simon Eyre comes a superb book
on the first 25 years of the DSM. Looking at
the history of the Distinguished Service medal
from its inception at the start of World War I right up to the start
of World War II, the 800+ page hardback book covers naming
styles, research, medal presentations, recommendations, gives
an analysis of the awards and a full nominal roll for all those
awarded it—including foreign nationals. It is an exceptional
book that is essential for any Naval gallantry collector.

NEW!
Medal Yearbook 2022

STANDARD EDITION:

The MEDAL YEARBOOK 2022 is in its 28th year and
continues to go from strength to strength—it is now
recognised worldwide as the essential price guide and
collectors’ handbook for British and Empire medals. Used
and respected by both collectors and medal dealers alike.
Illustrated in full colour throughout with a fully up-dated
price guide to all British and Empire Orders, Medals and
Decorations including: Orders of Chivalry, Gallantry,
Campaign, Long service, Coronation and Jubilee, Lifesaving, Unofficial medals and much, much more. There
are also dozens of new medal entries and updates for all
sections of the book. There are two versions, the Deluxe
and the Standard editions.

ISBN: 978 1 908828 58 3

£19.95

• Market highlights—the year at a glance
+p&p
• Guide to prices paid when buying at auction
• Wearing awards
• The Order of Wear
• Collecting medal ribbons
• Full price guide to gallantry, campaign, and other awards
• Current regiments
• Professional directory
• Medal ribbons in colour
• Plus! Accumulated index to Medal News

DELUXE EDITION:
ALL of the above, plus:
• Medals of Australia, Canada, New Zealand and South Africa—all fully illustrated
• Hard-bound ISBN: 978 1 908828 59 0

£29.95
+p&p

Medal Album

+p&p

Classic medal 3-ring binder

£10.00

(275 x 305) in red, blue, green or black (please
indicate colour choice when ordering)

Matching slipcase for binder

£7.00

Clear medal page for six single medals
Clear pages two pocket for groups
Clear pages one pocket for groups,

£0.65

in black, blue, green or red

certificates etc

MORE STOCK COMING SOON

MEDAL NEWS binder
to house your copies each month

4

£7.00
+p&p

( 01404 46972 8

Medal envelopes

+p&p

Britannia plastic military
medal envelopes.

£6.95

External Size
130mm (L) x 60mm (W)
Sold in packs of 100

www.tokenpublishing.com
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The Jutland Honours
BRAND new from regular MEDAL NEWS author Chris Bilham comes “The Jutland Honours” a full and comprehensive list of all
the honours and awards won at the most famous naval engagement of World War I. Arranged by ship (with a brief history of
the vessel included too), there is now, in one place, a complete list of all officers and men who served at, and were decorated
for, Jutland. An invaluable reference for all naval historians. Available now!

Forgotten Heroes—
The Charge of the Light Brigade

£29.99

This book really is a masterpiece and an
+p&p
absolute must-have for anyone interested in
the Crimea or this famous action which has
gone into the annals of military folklore. It is absolutely chockfull of information about the Charge and, most importantly the
Chargers themselves. Of particular interest to the collector is
information on full medal and clasp entitlement and even when
the medals last came up for sale and how much they sold for.
Chargers are listed by Regiment and alphabetically.

£29.99
+p&p

Forgotten Heroes—
The Charge of the Heavy Brigade

+p&p

£29.99
+p&p

Like its sister publication on the Light Brigade
this book really is a masterpiece and an absolute
must-have for anyone interested in the Crimea or
this famous action. Just like Forgotten Heroes The Light Brigade it’s
absolutely full of information about the Charge and the Chargers—
including photographs; date of birth and date of death; medal and
clasp entitlement (even when the medals last came up for sale and
how much they sold for)—and all importantly whether the man rode
in the Charge or not! Chargers listed by Regiment and alphabetically
along with information about the charge itself.

Forgotten Heroes—The
Charge of the 21st Lancers at
Omdurman

Forgotten
Heroes—
The Zulu & Basuto Wars

£29.99
+p&p

The latest in the series from Roy
Dutton, author of the Forgotten Heroes books on the
Charges of the Light and Heavy Brigades at Balaklava,
this excellent publication looks at the campaigns
in South Africa in 1877-79. Included, of course, are
the best-known of the battles of the Zulu Wars of
1879—Isandlhwana and Rorke’s Drift. Includes
complete Medal Roll for the South Africa Medal
1877–79 and its clasps.

+p&p

For God, Queen
and Colony

This enormous A4 456pp book
by Terry Sole (with Foreword
by Ian Knight) details the histories and the
important roles of the Colonial and Native Units
who fought alongside the British Army in the Zulu
War of 1879, including the disaster at Hlobane.
This fascinating work includes the muster rolls,
many reproduced here for the first time—finally
correcting many of the anomalies that exist in
previously published histories. A vital resource
for any Zulu War Collector.

has gone down in history but establishing the identity of
exactly who took part has always been a challenge. In this
new book Roy Dutton follows his excellent works on those
other famous Charges—those by the Heavy Brigade and
the Light Brigade during the Crimean War—by providing
us with both a full medal roll for Lancers who received the
Queen’s and Khedive’s Sudan medals and some fascinating
biographical details of the men who took part. With a plethora
of photographs and a full history of the Lancers this is a book
no cavalry, or Sudan, collector should be without.

www.tokenpublishing.com

£19.95

+p&p
This book looks at the Royal
Marine recipients of the
prestigious Distinguished Service
Cross and the Distinguished Service Medal since
their inception. Transcribed from the original
announcements in the London Gazette coupled
with the recommendations from the National
Archives in Kew this book is essential reading for
any collector of awards to Royal Marines and indeed
anyone interested in the wider history of the Corps.
ISBN : 978-1-908828-40-8

£45.00

The Charge of the 21st Lancers at Omdurman

( 01404 46972 8

£60.00

The Majesties’
Jollies

ISBN: 978 1 870192 90 3

*
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£75.00

£85.00

£85.00

£75.00

+p&p

+p&p

+p&p

+p&p

Honour The Navies

Honour The Armies

Honour The Air Forces

ISBN: 978 1 870192 79 8

ISBN: 978 1 870192 74 3

ISBN: 978 1 870192 65 1

(World War II)

(World War II)

(World War II)

Honour the Recipients
of Foreign Awards 1914-1968
ISBN: 978 1 908828 07 1

£75.00

£75.00

£75.00

£75.00

+p&p

+p&p

+p&p

+p&p

Honour The Civilians

Honour those Mentioned: The Navies

ISBN: 978 1 908828 05 7

ISBN: 978 1 870192 99 6

(World War II)

(World War II)

Honour those Mentioned—
The Armies Volume I (A-K)

Honour those Mentioned—
The Armies Volume II (L-Z)

ISBN: 978 1 870192 24 8 (World War II)

ISBN: 978 1 870192 29 3 (World War II)

£75.00

£85.00

£75.00

£85.00

+p&p

+p&p

+p&p

+p&p

Honour those Mentioned:
The Air Forces

The Recipients of the Medal
of the British Empire

ISBN: 978 1 870192 15 6 (World War II)

ISBN: 978 1 908828 45 3 (1917–2019)

Honour those Mentioned
1854-1939 (excl.WWI)

Honour The Officers
ISBN: 978 1 870192 88 0

(World War I)

ISBN: 978 1 908828 34 7

£75.00

£75.00

£75.00

£85.00

+p&p

+p&p

+p&p

+p&p

Honour Those Mentioned
in the Great War A-F

Honour Those Mentioned
in the Great War G-0

Honour Those Mentioned
in the Great War P-Z

Honours and Awards
1854-1914 & 1920-1939

ISBN: 978 1 908828 18 7

ISBN: 978 1 908828 19 4

ISBN: 978 1 908828 20 0

ISBN: 978 1 908828 29 3

Michael Maton’s “Honour” range of books has transformed the way we collect medals and research their recipients. Simple to
use alphabetical listings of honours, awards and Mentions in Despatches instantly give name, rank, number, unit/ship served
with, type of award, the theatre of war/reason for award and the London Gazette date and page number for further research.
Covering all British and Dominion forces these books cover from 1854 right up until 1945. There are also books dedicated to
civilian awards in World War II, the Recipients of Foreign Awards (1914–68) and the recipients of the British Empire Medal. For
further details and to see the special offer “bundles” that could help you save when putting together your research library visit
www.tokenpublishing.com
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Afloat &
Ashore

£29.95

In this one volume is +p&p
told the story of the
Royal Navy during the bitter South
African conflict at the beginning of the
last century. From blockades to siege
busting, the Royal Navy and the Naval
Brigade were very much a part of the
Boer War. In this book the author lists
the ships involved and explains their
individual roles in the conflict.
ISBN: 978 1 870192 73 6

Kimberley—
Account and
Medal Roll

£29.95
+p&p

The author, historian
David Biggins, examines the first of the
great sieges of the Boer War—that
of the strategically and economically
important Diamond Town of Kimberley.
Included is a full medal roll of those who
took part in the defence and received
the “Defence of Kimberley” clasp to the
Queen’s South Africa Medal.
ISBN: 978 1 870192 90 3

Talana—Account
and Medal Roll

Elandslaagte—Account
and Medal Roll

£45.00

David Biggins looks at the +p&p
battle that gave the Boers
hope and made the British realise that the
South African farmers were a force to be
reckoned with. The book is both an account
of the battle, and its aftermath, and a roll of
those who took part, as well as lists of those
British and Colonial forces killed, wounded
or taken prisoner during the battle. It also
includes a list of the Boers killed at Talana.

£24.95

+p&p
In this major work David Biggins
takes a detailed look at the Battle of
Elandslaagte, one of the most infamous
events of the Boer War. The book includes many previously
unpublished photos and a complete medal roll of all the
Officers and men entitled to the “Elandslaagte” clasp for
the Queen’s South Africa Medal.
Includes a FREE full up-date on CD-Rom
ISBN: 978 1 870192 57 6

ISBN: 978 1 870192 98 9

DISCOUNTED BOAR WAR “BUNDLES” AVAILABLE AT WWW.TOKENPUBLISHING.COM

IS YOUR COLLECTION COVERED?
Would your current insurance
pay out for loss or theft?
Many household insurance policies no longer
cover private collections for loss, damage or
theft. Your collection could be vulnerable—
protect it with specialised insurance cover.
Call us for a no obligation quote.

Heroes of the Albert Medal
& More Heroes of the Albert Medal

Telephone 01404 46972

The Albert Medal was instituted by Royal Warrant on March 7, 1866, as an award for
gallantry shown in saving, or attempting to save, life at sea. Ten years later, a new Royal
Warrant created the Albert Medal for Saving Life on Land. The medal quickly became
regarded as the premier award for gallantry “not in the face of the enemy”; in fact, the
civilian equivalent of the Victoria Cross. The award could also be made to servicemen
and women who performed acts of gallantry in the course of their daily lives, both in
wartime and in times of peace. These recipients were featured in
“Heroes of the Albert Medal”. “More Heroes of the Albert Medal”
concentrates on the many civilian recipients of this rare and
BUY BOTH
hard-won award who did not survive to become holders of the
VOLUMES FOR
George Cross in October, 1971.
£24.95
+p&p

£20.00
+p&p

From the author of Token Publishing’s
acclaimed books on the Staffordshire
Regiments, Jeffrey Elson, comes the complete history of the
1/5th South Staffordshires (Territorial Force) during World War I.
Including the complete War Diary for the battalion, biographical
details of the soldiers, a medal roll, casualty details and much
more this hefty tome (it’s well over 500 pages) is an excellent
must-have book for anyone interested in the history of the
South Staffordshires.

Heroes of the Albert Medal £9.95 +p&p
More Heroes of the Albert Medal £19.95 +p&p

£24.95
+p&p

ISBN: 978 1 90882 833 0

The North
Staffordshire
Regiment

£39.95
+p&p

This important title covers all the
Awards and Honours bestowed upon the Officers and
Men of the Prince of Wales’s (North Staffordshire)
Regiment during World War I and later in the conflict
in the Balkans.
Without a doubt this is the easiest way to discover
whether that simple pair to a Lieutenant was in fact
awarded to an MC winner or whether that 1914 Star
once sat proudly next to a DCM. It is essential reading for
anyone with any North Staffs medals in their collections!

www.tokenpublishing.com

Honours & Awards
The Staffordshire
Regiment

The honours and awards to the South
and North Staffordshire Regiment from 1919 through
their amalgamation in 1959 right up to 2007 when
the 1st Battalion Staffordshire Regiment (Prince of
Wales’s) became part of the Mercian Regiment and
ceased to be an independent unit within the British
Army. This work covers all awards made to members
of the regiment from the Victoria Cross to the Mention
in Despatches. Also covered are regimental awards and
foreign honours.
ISBN: 978 1 908828 13 2

ISBN: 978 1 870192 59 0

( 01404 46972 8

The War History
of the 1/5th South
Staffordshire Regiment

*
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Placing your order is easy!

( Call 01404 46972
+ 
Complete the order form and send it with your payment to:
	Token Publishing Ltd, 40 Southernhay East, Exeter, Devon EX1 1PE
8 log on to www.tokenpublishing.com
@ e-mail your order to subs@tokenpublishing.com
Page

Product Description

Colour

POSTAGE AND PACKING CHARGES: £3.50 for orders up to £15, then £4.50 for orders to
£50, £8 for orders to £75 and £10 for orders over £75
Add an extra £5 for Europe/World surface, £7.50 for World airmail postage. Free shipping
on orders over £125—UK orders only (please contact us for airmail prices on bulk items).
Prices are correct at time of going to press, however, they are subject to change

Price

sub total
P&P
Total

Your Payment Details
By Cheque: I enclose remittance of £____________ Made payable to Token Publishing Ltd.
CREDIT OR DEBIT CARD PAYMENT qVisa qMastercard
Card Number
Expiry date						Authorisation code*
Signature			

* The last 3 digits from the back of the card

Your Personal Details
Title
Initial
Surname
Address			
			
Postcode		
Telephone
E-mail			
Whilst we will never forward your details on to a third party, we may from time to time like to send you information about
products which we feel will be of interest to you. Please tick here if you would like to be included on our mailing list. q

SUBSCRIPTIONS
to our award winning magazines also available
Call 01404 46972 for details or log on to our website

www.tokenpublishing.com
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